
Close doesn’t
want to win a
‘pity Oscar’ 

lenn Close doesn’t want to win a “pity
Oscar” at this year’s Academy Awards.
The 71-year-old actress is up for Best
Actress for her role in ‘The Wife’ at

the upcoming ceremony, and throughout her four
decade spanning career she has been nominated
seven times without winning one. Although she
would love to take home one of the golden stat-
uettes, Close doesn’t want to be given one for
time served in Hollywood but wants to earn one
on merit. In an interview with The I Paper, she
said: “It would mean a lot but I wouldn’t want it
to be a pity Oscar after 45 years.”  The ‘Fatal
Attraction’ star does accept that everyone is

rooting for her to be recognized for her perform-
ance in ‘The Wife’ because she is yet to win an
Oscar and she is grateful for people’s support.
She explained: “People have been going back
and looking at my basic body of work and the six
times I lost and what those roles where so I can’t
pretend it’s just for ‘The Wife’ but I feel like
everyone’s rooting for me.” In ‘The Wife’, Close
plays Joan Castleman, a spouse who questions
her life choices as she travels to Stockholm with
her husband where he is going to receive the
Nobel Prize in Literature. And she admits it was a
cathartic experience for her as it’s reflective of
the control she now feels she has in her own life
now she’s not attached to anyone but her daugh-
ter, Annie Starke, 30, who co-stars alongside her
in the movie. She said: “It’s taken a long time to
gain control of my own life. When I made ‘The
Wife’ I was in control of my life for probably the
first time. I’m at a time in my life where I’m not
beholden to anyone. I mean I’m always attached
with every molecule in my body to my daughter;
whether she likes it or not. Bu I’m not attached to
any partner.”
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ir Tom Jones will play a special show at the home of the Chelsea
Pensioners in West London this summer. As part of the ‘Live At
Chelsea Concert Series 2019’, the ‘It’s Not Unusual’ hitmaker - who
can currently be seen as mentor on ‘The Voice UK’ - will perform at

the outdoor event held at the grounds of the Royal Hospital Chelsea on June 15.
Tweeting about the forthcoming gig, Tom said: “London ... It’s give me great
pleasure to announce a show for you this June!”  Other confirmed acts include
‘Africa’ hitmakers Toto on June 13 and Gipsy Kings featuring Nicolas Reyes and
Tonino Ballardo on June 14. The ‘Live At Chelsea Concert Series’ returns for its

fifth year, and has previously seen the likes of James Blunt, Kaiser Chiefs, Rufus
Wainwright, Ludovico Einaudi, Simply Red and Belle & Sebastian perform for
the pensioners and audience members. A portion of the ticket sales from the
event is donated towards the care of the Chelsea Pensioners, as well as, the
maintenance of the Grade I listed site, which has provided care and comrade-
ship to ex-military personnel since 1682 when it was founded by King Charles
II. Tickets for the 78-year-old Welsh music legend’s show go on sale on Friday
from 10am. 

Tom Jones set for
Live at Chelsea gig 
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om Chaplin is set to tour the UK covering
Queen’s songs. The Keane frontman - who per-
formed ‘It’s a Hard Life’ with the surviving
members of the band, Brian May and Roger

Taylor, at The Prince’s Trust Rock Gala concert in 2010 - is
set to perform at theatres across the country playing the
iconic band’s hits backed once again by the 24-piece Leo
Green Orchestra. The tour announcement follows the suc-
cess of the 39-year-old singer’s BBC Radio 2 ‘Friday Night
Is Music Night’ show last week, which was recorded live
from The London Palladium, and saw him sing songs by
the late Freddie Mercury’s band backed by the same
orchestra.  The run of dates, which will see him take on
their mega-hits ‘Somebody To Love’, ‘Don’t Stop Me
Now’, ‘Killer Queen’ and ‘Bohemian Rhapsody’, kick off in
Bournemouth on April 18, and conclude at Manchester’s
Palace Theatre on April 28. The solo shows follow the
news that Keane are working on their first album in six
years.  The ‘Everybody’s Changing’ hitmakers went on an
indefinite hiatus in 2013, a year after releasing their last
record ‘Strangeland’, and after Tom admitted he would
need to repair his “complicated” relationship with band-
mate Tim Rice Oxley, they have reportedly put their differ-
ences aside to hit the studio to make new music. An insider
said: “The boys have had a good few years to do their own
thing but now they’re back and raring to go once more.
“It’s been a long time coming and they’ve put all their dif-
ferences to one side and are really loving working togeth-
er again. “They’ve been in the studio recording since the
end of last year and have been offered songs by some
amazing names. It’s all very exciting.” Tom has had a suc-
cessful solo career since the band went on a break, his
2016 solo LP ‘The Wave’ reached number three in the
Official UK Chart. Life in Keane didn’t come easy for 39-
year-old singer, who saw his life spiral out of control in the
mid-2000s due to his addictions to drink and drugs, and
after picking himself back up again, he suffered a relapse
in 2015. Tom admitted in 2017 that reuniting with his
bandmates would only be possible if he and Tim mended
their relationship to make the group a “happy” place
again.  Opening up about his difficult friendship with the
42-year-old keyboardist - who completes the rock band
with guitarist Jesse Quinn - he said: “Me and Tim have a
really complicated relationship. We have great love and
respect, but there are other elements in that relationship. I
think in order to do something with Keane we would have
to explore ways to make it a happy and positive experi-
ence again. And at the moment it doesn’t feel for me it’s the
right thing to be doing.” Tickets for the ‘Friday Night Is
Music Night - The Songs Of Queen Starring Tom Chaplin’
shows go on sale via Live Nation on Friday from 9am.

ichard E. Grant was told he “looked too weird”
to make it as an actor when he was studying
drama at university. The 61-year-old actor has
revealed that when he was studying drama at

the University of Cape Town his adviser predicted that
he wasn’t “cut out” for Hollywood because of his looks.
Speaking on The Hollywood Reporter’s ‘Awards Chatter’
podcast, he recalled: “He said, ‘I don’t think that you real-
ly are cut out - or are going to make it as an actor -
because you look too weird.’ “ Grant admits he didn’t
think it would be possible for him to break into the film
business, and he suspected he would spend his entire
career as a stage actor “doing Chekhov in the theatre”.
He said: “I thought I was going to spend my whole life
doing Chekhov in the theatre, It didn’t really cross my

mind that it would be possible to ever be in a movie -
that’s what happened overseas or in America or in
Hollywood, which was this fabled land on the other side
of the planet.” This year, Grant received his first ever
Oscar nomination for the Best Supporting Actor prize for
his performance as Jack in ‘Can You Ever Forgive Me?’ in
which he stars alongside Melissa McCarthy as Lee Israel,
who attempts to revitalize her failing writing career by
forging letters from deceased authors and playwrights.
The ‘Withnail and I’ star went on to explain that filming
the drama was made easier by the fact that he and
Melissa became friends, and they have remained close
pals ever since. He said: “It was helped by the fact that
we got on so well, and have stayed friends ever since.”
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wayne Johnson has wrapped filming on the “challeng-
ing” ‘Hobbs & Shaw’. The 46-year-old actor - who plays
Luke Hobbs in the ‘Fast & Furious’ franchise admits it
was tough working on the action movie but he was

grateful to have Jason Statham, who plays Deckard Shaw, by his
side. He wrote: “Last men standing. HOBBS & SHAW is officially
wrapped. Easily the most challenging film I’ve ever produced and
starred in, however based on the fans’ insanely hyped “break the
internet” reactions to our first trailer - this film is also shaping up to
be my most rewarding. A HUGE bald and brotherly MAHALO to
the man who trusted me and our chemistry and “pushed all his chips
in” to make something bad ass and fun for the fans. My uso
@jasonstatham. He’s one legit talented and tough b*****d and the
pure joy I got from making him laugh so  hard during the our takes
he couldn’t even talk, I will always remember with evil glee. Finally,
one of the best heli pilots in the world @fred_north demonstrating

here our extreme commitment we all had to deliver the goods to our
worldwide audience. #ThatsAWrap #LastMenStanding
#AllChipsIn #HOBBSANDSHAW AUGUST 2nd @sevenbucksprod
(sic)” And Dwayne admits the film franchise is more than a set of
movies to him and instead “represents a soul, a DNA, a toughness”.
He added in a second post: “HOBBS & SHAW - peace out. My
gratitude runs deep in sayin’ this goodbye. To EVERYONE who
committed their talents and time to making our movie as great as it
can be and for putting their trust in me to help drive this passion
project forward - THANK YOU. This production will always be
more than a movie to me. It’s represents a soul, a DNA, a toughness,
a perseverance and a CULTURE. I love you all and a big fa’afetai
tele lava again for trusting me on this one. Audience always comes
first... and they’re gonna have a blast! #ThatsAWrap
#HobbsAndShaw #Culture AUGUST 2ND WORLDWIDE @sev-
enbucksprod (sic)”— Bang showbiz

Connelly very
‘excited’ to star 
opposite Cruise in
Top Gun sequel 

ennifer Connelly is so “excited” to star oppo-
site Tom Cruise in the ‘Top Gun’ sequel
because of his “extraordinary” career. The 48-
year-old actress will appear alongside Cruise

in the much-anticipated ‘Top Gun: Maverick’ and while
she’s keen to remain tight-lipped about the movie’s plot,
Connelly has revealed that she has had an “amazing” time
on set, and is going back to shoot more scenes for the
upcoming blockbuster.  Speaking to Collider, Connelly
said: “It’s amazing, it’s so fun to be part with and how
extraordinary what he’s [Cruise] done in his career and
the work he’s done and I’m really excited to be a part of
it. We’re still working on it so I’ll be going back and
shooting some more, we’ll still be shooting through
April.” The brunette beauty also stars in the new Robert
Rodriguez directed sci-fi flick ‘Alita: Battle Angel’, which
has been produced by James Cameron, and the star

admitted she saw it with her husband and their jaws were
left “hanging open” in astonishment.  She added: “I liked
the world, I liked the design, I thought there’s nobody
else better to bring it to life than James Cameron and his
team, and Robert Rogriguez I was really excited to see
what they were going to do with it. “My husband and I
saw it together and we kept looking at it and tapping
each other on the shoulder and literally my jaw was
hanging open. The first time we see Alita, I mean I
couldn’t believe it, it’s so sophisticated now and advanced
and so beautifully done. You believe it and it works
because there was a time where there were earlier
experiments with that in other films that I’ve seen that
weren’t successful but its clicked here.”  The ‘Labyrinth’
star also confessed that she has never ‘borrowed’ any-
thing from a film set because she is a “compulsive con-
fessor” and would always be honest is she liked some-
thing. She admitted: “I’m a compulsive confessor, I’ll say
‘Oh I really like this, can I keep it?’ But I wouldn’t just
thieve something and put it in my bag and pretend I
didn’t have it - it’s not in me.” 
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eanu Reeves can’t believe how well ‘Bill & Ted’s
Excellent Adventure’ has stood the test of time.
The 54-year-old actor starred as Ted in the
1989 fantasy comedy, and has said he loves

getting the chance to “connect” with people who are fans
of the movie, even three decades after it was released. He
said: “Time goes by quickly. Over the years it’s been really
nice to connect with people who love those characters and
those films, and it’s been fun to hear from fans who have
become parents who have shown it to their kids. The ebul-
lient spirit of [Bill and Ted], and the humor of the charac-
ters in the film, and the adventure they go on - I think it’s
still funny.” Keanu says he and Alex Winter - who played
Bill - hit it off as friends on the day of their audition. He

added: “Everyone was auditioning for both roles. When I
arrived at the location for the rehearsal I just met Alex -
there was no one else there yet. We had some stuff in
common - we both played bass - and just starting to talk.
We hit it off. We have kind of similar humor and interests,
and then when we were working together there was some-
thing else there that was cool.” Whilst Alex said: “We real-
ized we saw the characters the same way, and we could
kind of riff as a symbiotic unit. Keanu and I [agreed], ‘They
have to be human beings that we can play. It can’t just be
caricatures and they can’t have a kind of a comedic aloof-
ness to them. They have to genuinely care about the things
that are happening to them. The way that Keanu and I
played the characters was sort of a mix of hyper-real and
totally sincere.” And despite the movie being a cult classic,
director Stephen Herek says it very nearly never made it
to the big screen after suffering setbacks including the
bankruptcy of it’s production company and a lengthy
reshoot to completely change the ending. Speaking in a
group interview with The Hollywood Reporter, Stephen
said: “We went through a very tumultuous time actually
even getting it on the screen. There was a period of time
where it wasn’t even going to be released. And then it’s
even more gratifying that when it got released, it actually
did well. And then the cherry on top is having a conversa-
tion with you 30 years later about it.”

Reeves shocked by success of 
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